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Abstract

CLARIN is the short name for the Common Language Resources and Technology Infrastructure, which aims at providing easy and
sustainable access for scholars in the humanities and social sciences to digital language data and advanced tools to discover, explore,
exploit, annotate, analyse or combine them, independent of where they are located. CLARIN is in the process of building a
networked federation of European data repositories, service centers and centers of expertise, with single sign-on access for all
members of the academic community in all participating countries. Tools and data from different centers will be interoperable so that
data collections can be combined and tools from different sources can be chained to perform complex operations to support
researchers in their work. Interoperability of language resources and tools in the federation of CLARIN Centers is ensured by
adherence to TEI and ISO standards for text encoding, by the use of persistent identifiers, and by the observance of common
protocols. The purpose of the present paper is to give an overview of language resources, tools, and services that CLARIN presently
offers.
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1.

European Commission in 2009. Its members are
governments or intergovernmental organisations.
CLARIN ERIC has nine founding members: Austria,
Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Germany,
The Netherlands, Poland, and the Dutch Language
Union, an intergovernmental organization representing
the Flemish speaking part of Belgium and The
Netherlands. Norway has the status of an observer
country and is expected to join as a full member shortly,
as are several other European countries.
CLARIN is in the process of building a networked
federation of European data repositories, service centers
and centers of expertise, with single sign-on access for
all members of the academic community in all
participating countries. Tools and data from different
centers will be interoperable so that data collections can
be combined and tools from different sources can be
chained to perform complex operations to support
researchers in their work. At this moment the CLARIN
infrastructure is still under construction, but a number of
participating centers are already offering access services
to data, tools and expertise. The purpose of the present
paper is to give an overview of language resources, tools,
and services that CLARIN presently offers.

Introduction

The digital age has opened up entirely new ways for
researchers in all fields of science to gain easy access to
large amounts of electronically available data, tools and
services to analyse and visualize the contents of such
datasets, and even more importantly to collaborate on
joint research projects, relying on virtual research
environments and geographically distributed research
infrastructures as a backbone for such collaborations.
The term e-Science has been coined to refer to this new
paradigm for conducting research. This recent trend has
also extended to research in the humanities and social
sciences, where this innovative approach is subsumed by
the terms eHumanities or digital humanities.

2.

Goals of CLARIN

CLARIN is the short name for the Common Language
Resources and Technology Infrastructure, which aims at
providing easy and sustainable access for scholars in the
humanities and social sciences (HSS) to digital language
data (in written, spoken, video or multimodal form) and
advanced tools to discover, explore, exploit, annotate,
analyse or combine them, independent of where they are
located. CLARIN is one of the research infrastructures
that were selected for the European Research
Infrastructures Roadmap by ESFRI, the European
Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures. The ESFRI
Roadmap contains five research infrastructures in the
area of social sciences (CESSDA, European Social
Survey, and SHARE) and humanities (CLARIN and
DARIAH).
The CLARIN governance and coordination body at the
European level is CLARIN ERIC. An ERIC is a new
type of international legal entity, established by the

3.

Data Discovery, Acquisition, Data
Curation

Every eHumanities project, regardless of whether it is a
quantitative or a qualitative study, is grounded in a
dataset. In a quantitative study, such a dataset is
typically subjected to statistical analysis of some sort, in
order to (dis-)confirm a particular hypothesis.
In a
qualitative study, the initial hypothesis may not be
completely clear yet and is often developed in the
process of exploring a dataset.
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Figure 1: Virtual Language Observatory (VLO)
in Amsterdam is home to thousands of hours of audio
material for Dutch, including more than 1000 hours of
dialect recordings (Barbiers et al. 2006). The CLARIN
Center at the Bavarian Speech Archive in Munich
specializes in digital corpora for contemporary German
(Schiel & Draxler & Tilman 1997). The CLARIN Center
in Sofia offers the Bulgarian Political and Journalistic
Speech Corpus (Osenova & Simov 2012).
The language resources offered by CLARIN are not
restricted to the languages spoken in CLARIN member
countries. The TLA Language Archive at the MPI for
Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen offers easy access to the
DOBES Archive (Drude & Trisbeek & Broeder 2012),
which documents endangered languages around the
world, and to the CHILDES (CHIld Language Data
Exchange System) database of child language acquisition
data (MacWhinney 2000).
Another key language resource are high-quality lexica.
The CLARIN Center at the University of Tartu provides
on-line access to a variety of monolingual and bilingual
lexica for Estonian (Meister &Vilo 2008). The CLARIN
Center at BBAW in Berlin is home to the Digitale
Wörterbuch der deutschen Sprache (DWDS; Klein &
Geyken 2010). The DWDS lexicon uses extensive digital
corpus collections to document the actual usage of
German words and offers on-line access to all materials.
Apart from traditional lexica, CLARIN also offers access
to lexical resources that model word meanings in terms
of a network of lexical and conceptual relations. The
CLARIN center federation currently hosts such word
nets for Czech (Pala & Smrž 2004), Danish (Pedersen et
al. 2006), Dutch (Vossen et al. 2013), Estonian (Orav &
Vider 2000), Finnish (Lindén & Carlson 2010), German

3.1 Reference Datasets
Often investigators know at the outset of their project,
which datasets need to be consulted. Such datasets are
typically reference sets that are well-known in the
scientific community and that are often consulted to
ensure that the results obtained in a particular study can
be compared to previous studies performed on the same
dataset. The federation of CLARIN centers offers a high
number of such reference datasets for the languages
represented by the CLARIN member countries. The
CLARIN Center at the Austrian Academy of Sciences in
Vienna offers the Austrian Academy Corpus (AAC;
Biber & Breiteneder 2004), a very large collection of
German texts and German literature covering the period
of 1848 to 1989. The German reference corpus DeReKo
(Kupietz et al. 2010), the largest linguistically motivated
collection of contemporary German texts with more than
4.0 billion word tokens (as of August 2010), is hosted by
the CLARIN Center at the IDS in Mannheim. The
CLARIN Center at the Berlin-Brandenburg Academy
(BBAW) provides access to the German Text Archive
(DTA; Geyken et a. 2010), a digital collection of
German-language printed works from around 1650 to
1900 as full text and as digital facsimile. The CLARIN
Center at the Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw
hosts the National Corpus of Polish (Przepiórkowski et
al. 2011), a reference corpus of the Polish language with
more than fifteen hundred millions of words.
CLARIN centers offer extensive collections of spoken
language. The CLARIN Center at the Meertens Institute
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Figure 2: WebLicht Graphical User Interface
(Hamp & Feldweg 1997; Henrich & Hinrichs 2010), and
Norwegian (Fjeld & Nygaard, L. 2010).
In addition to reference datasets, CLARIN provides
access to an extensive set of metadata records. The
Virtual Language Observatory (VLO; van Uytvanck et
al. 2010) currently contains more than 500.000 metadata
records to language resources and tools. Facetted search
and a visual map provide easy-to-use interfaces for HSS
scholars to locate language resources and tools that
match the needs in a particular research project. The
screen shot in Figure 1 shows the VLO web application
and displays the metadata for a resource hosted by the
CLARIN Center in Munich as the result of a facetted
VLO search for speech recordings for the German
language.

HSS scholars often lack the necessary experience or
access to data repositories to meet these expectations.
The CLARIN-D User Guide (Herold & Lemnitzer 2012)
provides practical information on the use of standards for
language resources and on following good practises in
data creation.

4.

Data Mining and Data Analysis

4.1 Query Tools and Federated Content Search
Since datasets available in electronic form are typically
very large, CLARIN centers support HSS scholars by
providing powerful and easy-to-use query tools for many
of the resources described above. Access is greatly
facilitated if such query tools are realized as web
applications and thus available in any web browser. Two
good examples of this kind are the web application for
querying the German Text Archive (Jurish & Thomas &
Wiegand 2014).
In addition to query interfaces for individual resources,
CLARIN offers a Federated Content Search (FCS)
functionality that enables HSS scholars to construct a
virtual corpus collection hosted by different CLARIN
centers and to query this virtual corpus via a common
search interface. Currently, nine CLARIN centers in
Germany and in the Netherlands make more than 20
resources available to the linguistic researches via the
common interface of the CLARIN-D Federated Content
Search, and this number is steadily growing. The
CLARIN Center at the University of Oslo also provides

3.2 Creation of New Resources
If an eHumanities study requires the construction of new
digital datasets, this is usually due to the fact that no
existing resource can provide the answer to a particular
research question. In fact, it may be the main goal of the
project to fill a gap in the existing set of resources for a
particular research question or for a particular language.
Resource creation is a costly effort, especially if
significant manual effort is required. Special care must
therefore be taken that such data creation efforts (i)
adhere to best practises or standards for text encoding
whenever possible and (ii) are guided by a data
management plan that covers the entirely data lifecycle
from data collection, to data sharing and data archiving.
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FCS functionality via the GLOSSA corpus query tool.

CLARIN Center at the University of Copenhagen has
developed a visualization tool for parallel inspection of
word nets.
The Microcomparative Morphosyntactic Research
(MIMORE) tool offered by the CLARIN Center at the
Meertens Institute in Amsterdam enables researchers to
investigate morphosyntactic variation in Dutch dialects.
MIMORE accesses three related databases with a
common on-line search engine. Figure 3 shows the
MIMORE search results for the 2nd person singular form
bist of the copula verb zein (English: be). This verb form
is restricted particular dialects of Dutch and differs from
bent, the corresponding verb form in Standard Dutch.
Since the language data in the three databases searchable
by MIMORE contain geographical references, the search
results can be automatically plotted on a geographic
map. Visualizations of this kind provide a natural way to
identify dialectal variation, as in the case of the word
bist: The results all cluster in the northern part of the
Netherlands and along the border with Germany. This is
not surprising since German uses the same verb form.

4.2 Work Flows for Data Annotation
Language data that are annotated with linguistic
information can be searched with high accuracy for
specific data patterns. The CLARIN Centers in Oslo,
Prague, Tübingen and at the Dutch Language Union
offer linguistically annotated corpora, so-called
treebanks, for Czech (Prague Dependency Treebank;
Hajic et al. 2000), Dutch (ALPINO; van der Beek et al.
2002), German (TüBa-D/Z; Telljohann & Hinrichs &
Kübler 2004), and Norwegian (INESS; Meurer et al.
2013) with accompanying query tools.
If a collection of language resources does not contain
sufficient linguistic information, for example if the word
forms in a corpus have not been lemmatized, it is
impossible to obtain meaningful word frequency
distributions. Likewise, if an HSS scholar wants to
search for all person names in a very large newspaper
corpus in order obtain an overview of who is currently in
the news, then the person names in such a corpus needs
to be marked up. CLARIN offers support for HSS
scholars who need to add annotations of this kind. The
web application WebLicht (Hinrichs & Hinrichs &
Zastrow 2010), hosted by the CLARIN Center in
Tübingen, is a tool-suite for automatic annotation of text
corpora. Linguistic tools such as tokenizers, part of
speech taggers can be combined into custom processing
chains. The resulting annotations can then be visualized
in an appropriate way, such as in a table or tree format.
WebLichts’s graphical user interface in Figure 2 shows
the annotation of a German text corpus with five
different subtypes of named entities (location, person,
organization, geo-political entity, and other) in table
format along with the processing chain of five different
web services that produced these layers of linguistic
annotation.
Recently the WebLicht tool suite has been extended to
spoken language. This can be achieved with the
integration of the webservice WebMaus (Kisler & Schiel
& Sloetjes 2012), which is provided by the CLARIN
Center in Munich. WebMaus takes as input an audio file
and its transcription and automatically aligns the speech
signal with its transcriptions. The WebLicht tool can
then further annotate the transcriptions so that via the
automatic alignment, a user can find the relevant
portions of the speech signal for particular data patterns.

5.

Figure 3: MIMORE

The CLARIN Center at the University of Tübingen
provides access to the web application CiNaViz (short
for: City Name Visualisation). CiNaViz is a search
interface for more than a million geographical locations
all over Europe and automatically displays the search
results on a geographical map. Figure 4 shows the
distribution of city names ending in bach (red), beck
(blue) and bek (green) in Central Europe. Interestingly,
the dividing line between bach and beck follows the
famous Benrath Line that separates northern from
southern German dialects. As with the MIMORE tool,
CiNaViz offers a valuable tool for HSS scholars
interested in language variation.

Data Visualization

A key aspect to a successful eHumanities project
involves visualization tools that render the data analysis
results in an easy-to-grasp fashion. This is particularly
important if the datasets involved are very large.
Accordingly, data visualization has become an active
research field in its own right within digital humanities
research. While CLARIN cannot and does not want to
claim that it can provide a comprehensive suite of
eHumanities visualization tools, it can already support
HSS scholars with a number of helpful applications. The
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